
1. HOME 

Is your business using blockchain to manage its supply chain yet?  Complex, non-integrated 

Supply Chain Management systems are outdated and costing your organization both money 

and time.  Blockchain, also known as Distributed Ledger Technology, is the same technology 

underlying Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. 

 

 
 

Blockchain technology is revolutionizing Supply Chain Management, creating superior inter-

connected networks of organizations and processes for: 

● Procurement 

● Manufacturing 

● Distribution 

 

Organizations using blockchain have significantly greater visibility into all aspects of the 

upstream and downstream supply chains, including detailed information on suppliers’ suppliers 

and indirect distribution partners. 

 



 
 

Why is efficient Supply Chain Management crucial for your business? 

● Inefficiencies significantly cut into a company’s operating costs: inefficient SCM can 

raise operating expenses by >25 percent  

● Enables “just-in-time” inventory strategy: components arrive as they are needed, and 

finished goods are shipped immediately after leaving the assembly line 

● Eliminates necessity of “safety” stock - buffer stock required by companies with 

traditional SCM systems to account for lack of flexibility in supply chain  

 

Trends in SCM 

The market for SCM technology is expected to exceed $19 billion in total software revenue by 

year-end 2021, with software as a service (SaaS) enabling the majority of new growth.  

Adoption of cloud technologies for all SCM categories is expected to increase from less than 15 

percent of organizations currently to more than 22 percent by 2021 (Gartner, February 2017). 



 
 

 

 

  



2. ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN 

Blockchain is the technology underlying Bitcoin.  Blockchain creates a digital, permanent ledger 

that links blocks of data together in an unbroken chain. Blockchain technology allows users to 

jointly keep a secure and reliable record of all data and transactions. 

 

Blockchain, also known as Distributed Ledger Technology, is a transactional ledger that is: 

● Immutable 

● Verifiable 

● Distributed 

● Globally accessible  

 

About Blockchain Technology: 

● Ultra Secure: Tamper-proof blockchain is maintained by artificially intelligent Super 

Peers to prevent malicious or fraudulent activities. 

● Utilizes Artificial Intelligence: Blockchain technology leverages software intelligence 

agents to build and control new blockchains, making blockchain a tamper-proof, 

distributed system for contract lifecycle management. 

● Suitable for Cross-Platform Applications: Blockchain Super Peer networks can be 

utilized across enterprises to provide services and support for many use cases.  

Blockchain for SCM seamlessly integrates various business lines, vendors, and third 

party partners. 

● Unlimited System Capacity: Blockchain technology systems are limited only by the input 

/ output capabilities of the underlying transaction source system.  Blockchain Super 

Peers can transmit 2 million messages per second.   

● Fully Transparent: Blockchain technology creates a fully distributed, object-oriented 

database using linked image directory services within the block ledger.  The total 

transparency of blockchain systems simplifies the linking of sub-assemblies for track-

and-trace in SCM systems.   

 



 
 

Learn more about Blockchain for Supply Chain Management [embedded link to Blockchain for 

SCM page] 

  



3. BENEFITS FOR SCM 

 
 

How can your Supply Chain Management system benefit from blockchain technology? 

● Compatibility 

○ Application agnostic: blockchain technology easily integrates with existing 

platforms and open-source applications 

○ Blockchain SCM systems can also be integrated with CRM systems and social 

media 

● Accessibility 

○ Blockchain SCM systems can be globally accessible by every participant in the 

supply chain, resulting in strengthened relationships and increased efficiency 

○ Blockchain SCM systems can be accessed from mobile devices 

● Transparency 

○ Blockchain SCM systems provide complete knowledge of a product’s lifecycle, 

from R&D to the point of sale 

● Functionality 

○ Blockchain technology enables SCM systems to function on-demand 

○ Blockchain technology systems can leverage a strong planning system of record 

to provide response-planning capabilities 

○ Blockchain SCM systems can generate Business Intelligence reports to enable 

flexible, on-demand reporting, analysis of “what if” scenarios, and the 

development of digital dashboards and data visualization reports 

● Complexity 

○ Blockchain easily supports complex, multi-enterprise SCM and planning  



● Scalability 

○ Blockchain may accommodate virtually any number of SCM participants 

accessing the system from any number of touchpoints 

● Security 

○ Blockchain SCM systems generate a shared, indelible ledger with codified rules 

for enhanced security 

○ Increased security of systems potentially can eliminate the necessity of manually-

performed audits of internal systems and processes 

○ Blockchain SCM systems can utilize encrypted, cloud-based storage for added 

security 

● Innovation 

○ Building block- and chain-like nature of blockchain technology, with decentralized 

architecture, creates significant opportunities for organizations to establish new, 

specialized uses for the technology  

● Compliance 

○ Blockchain SCM systems meet or exceed the published Service-Oriented 

Architecture Standards 

 
 

What is the business value of blockchain technology for Supply Chain Management? 

● Increases operational efficiency 

● Provides firm-wide and network-wide information to support decision-making 

● Enables rapid, accurate responses to customer requests for information or products 

● Analyzes and evaluates overall organizational performance 

● Prevents supply chains from suffering from the bullwhip effect 

○ Bullwhip effect: Minor fluctuations in product demand by consumers get distorted 

as information moves upstream, resulting in amplified inaccuracies and excess 

inventory purchases for upstream supply chain participants 



 

 


